Thank you to all of you who attended the Annual General Membership meeting. The recommended By-Law amendments to articles VII, MEMBERS, and XII B, ADMINISTRATION, were approved. Congratulations to our newly elected Board members and returning Board. I look forward to working together as a team and sharing ideas.

Your Officers and Directors for 2017/2018 are:

- **President**
  Francine Bailey (1 year left in term)
- **1st Vice President**
  Tom Vala, (2 year term)
- **2nd Vice President**
  Brent Henderson (1 year left in term)
- **Treasurer**
  Joan Fairweather (2 year term)
- **Secretary**
  Maggy Becker (1 year left in term)
- **Director, Bar**
  Carolina Nava (2 year term)
- **Director, Communication & Library**
  Debbi Donis (1 year left in term)
- **Director, Construction & Maintenance**
  John Nicola (2 year term)
- **Director, Indoor Activities**
  Laurel Hakim (1 year left in term)
- **Director, Meals**
  Anne DeFrance (2 year term)
- **Director, Outdoor Activities**
  Bill Chilsholm (1 year left in term)

Hello Kinoites, Tom here, planning to continue the successful path of Rescue One, established over the years by our past leaders, and most effectively enhanced and guided by Mark Tracy over the past four years. The commitment of Club Deportivo and our Rescue One staff and volunteers will continue to provide this unique public service, to enhance the safety of travel on land and sea.

Prior to Easter Week (Semana Santa), we will be coordinating volunteers to assist authorities in keeping the large crowds of visitors and residents safe.

Dale Kemmerer, local resident and retired medical doctor, will be directly responsible for coordination of our First Responders, providing emergency services. Please contact me or Dale if you are able to provide medical or boating services during this time.

I appreciate your confidence and support in helping me carry forward the great work Mark has provided. I am committed to continue the procedures that have been established, which has garnered incredible respect in our Mexican community.
At this time of year, through April, our Club is bursting at the seams with activities, sold-out meals, outdoor & indoor activities, money raisers and special activities, thank you for volunteering during this busy Spring; it takes all of us working together to make our Club successful.

I would like to encourage you to make newcomers to Kino aware of our Club by bringing them as guests to one of our functions or giving them a tour of our Club. Please help welcome the new and temporary members or those members you don’t know, by introducing yourself. A friendly gesture is greatly appreciated. Thank you for making Club Deportivo and the Kino community the friendliest and BEST PLACE IN MEXICO.

A plea from the director

I hope the all the members of the club will support our meals, and the volunteers who prepare the meals. Be sure to express your appreciation for the work the volunteers do, if it is not a rewarding job, people will not volunteer. The revenue from meals is one of the major ways our club is financed, but it is also a lot of work. Please realize that we are all volunteers, not professionals, and that all of us are here in Kino to have a good time, but are also willing to work for the club.
February was a busy and exciting month, starting with the always all important morning announcements (thank you Anne Stern and your other morning voices!) Next, the great exercise groups going on every morning (thank you Francine, Joan, Cathie, self efficient Walkers for keeping us in shape!) Moving on to later day activities, Monday’s Bingo is going strong (thank you Burnam’s) and Team Trivia, twice a month. Trivia always draws a group wanting and willing to be challenged (thank you Jan Vala). Friday Nite Social at our Club offered 50/50 Split the Pot, and the always great fun Western Night (a big thank you Sheila for organizing and Duke Aiken, Paul Johnston, Stan and Darlene Colbert and of course the line dancers for making it such a success!). A new Friday Nite on the 17th was the “Open Mic”...wow it was great fun and we will be doing it again (thank you Terry, Hilde and all the other voices who suggested this activity)..

Coming up in March, another month of fun Friday Night activities! The 50/50 Split the Pot will continue (with some lucky person winning between $25-$50 U.S.) and “open mic” later in the month...Mark your calendar NOW for Friday, March 10th.. Because the Club will be transformed into a 1950’s Night at Dean’s Coffee Shop, straight from those blasts from the past!! Plan on joining the fun from the ‘50’s (more info coming soon) So pull out your poodle skirt, your saddle shoes and what ever memories you have from the live bandstand days of our 50’s and join us at Dean’s Coffee Shop!! Next on March 24 Friday Nite at the Club will be the always popular CASINO NIGHT...Come ready to place your bet, take your chance and maybe win BIG funny money!

Laurel Hakim . Indoor Activities Director ...
Always welcome to your ideas and suggestions ...

Hello everyone, we are so excited for this year’s Charity Dinner Event. Carolyn Kinsman is chairing the event and she has gathered a fantastic committee. They have all 230 tickets sold, a sell out. The committee has decided to allow non-ticket holders to attend the second part of the auction which is after dinner. Pat Freison will be preparing a wonderful meal for this event. We are very excited about all the spectacular donations that have been given for the silent and live auction. There are many very unique and elegant items. 20% of all funds raised will be given to Club Deportivo’s general funds. The 80% balance will be divided between 15 non-profit organizations, throughout New and Old Kino. Thank you everyone for participating and looking forward to seeing you there.

Once again it is time to chose our Humanitarian of the year. To date, we have received two letters of nomination for the humanitarian award. Please let me know if there is anyone that you would like to nominate.

The season is near the end so don’t forget to clean out your closets and any clothing donations would be very much appreciated.

Thank you Brent Henderson 2nd VP
Kino Ladies Klub....At the February meeting KLK voted in two new officers—Carolyn Kinsman, Membership and Jennell Stephenson, Treasurer. A big hearty welcome from the Board to you both!!! The final meeting of the season will be March 14th, 11:30 at the Club House of Kino Bay R.V. Park. The Ladies at Dos Palmas are hosting this lunch and it is always great! Can not go wrong with a baked potato lunch! Lunch will be served around 12:30. If you have not signed in to attend PLEASE contact Martha ASAP (242-0524 or mxmart66@gmail.com) or Laurel (242-1193)

Just a reminder, KLK always needs and appreciates donations of tooth brushes, tooth paste and 24 pack of crayons for the special Christmas event for the over 1,000 elementary students in Kino Viejo. These kids truly enjoy Santa arriving to their classroom and the little treasures they receive!!

Kino Ladies Klub welcomes all the women of this community, to make new friends, to contribute to the youth of Kino Viejo, and to have an enjoyable pre-lunch and lunch gathering together. Also, do not forget the Scholarship Program for high school students!! High School is not free in Mexico, so donations for tuition costs for students wanting to continue their education are always most welcome (contact Diane Ackerman, chair of the Scholarship Committee for more info 242-1374)

Looking forward to seeing members, guests and others interested in checking out KLK!! Laurel Hakim, President

From the Bar......

Carolina Nava
Bar Director

What a month we've had! I am very happy to see so many members coming in to all of our events to socialize and support our club, it makes me so proud to be a part of this community.

During February we had 3 days of the Putt Putt tourney, a total of four Friday night Social Hours including the Putt Putt awards and Western night, three Bingo Sessions and a couple of Trivia nights, we also served two Saturday dinners and the annual steak dinner.

Thanks to all the members that have been showing your support and help us keep the bar running at its finest, also thanks to our volunteer bartenders of the month:

Len Colbert, Bob Binckes, Harold Becker, Sheila & Tavi Kristjan, Randy Bender, Craig Gresham, Ralph Coppock, Steve and Penny Lucas, Pat Friesen, John Turner, Anne and Daryl DeFrance, Jim Roseberry, Grace and Bill Chisholm, Mary Evans, Lulu Jessel, Francine Bailey, Laurel Hawkins, Barb Kauz and Kevin Kronberg.

Special thanks go to Fili, Betty and Raul, they sure make our work smoother.

Please feel free to contact me Carolina Nava at 6621110651 if you have any concern, comment or suggestion regarding the bar.

There is still time! Sign up at the club if you want to volunteer, your help is always greatly appreciated.
Kino Bay….

A Fishing Village

Matt Curtis
lyncurt0@gmail.com

Reporting Period: January 23 to February 24, 2017
Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind contributed to boats not going out to fish.
If you can send me any fishing news or pictures, please send to me at: lyncurt0@gmail.com

01/23 Calm seas returned on a clear day but the fishing continued to be slow for most. SAND DOLLAR landed one yellowtail and lost two more deep jigging/fast retrieve in the Turner area, along with a few bottom fish. NIGHT WINGS fished from shore again at Christmas Tree but only caught small rockies and bonefish/machete types. We did see some Brant geese and loons however.
01/25 Heard a third party report about IF AND WHEN catching 12 yellowtail at Turner Island.
02/01 A number of boats went out but not many fish reported. PERRYDIZE got one yellowtail and 10 goldies at Turner. DAKOTA reported one yellowtail and bottom fish at Turner. SAND DOLLAR fished over reef at the south end of Tuner for limits of yellowtail, all caught deep jigging/fast retrieving.
02/02-04 A number of boats went out to Turner but few fish were reported and even the bottom fishing has been slow. Another third party report came in for NORTHERNER catching limits of yellowtail at Dead Man and Turner, again deep jigging/fast retrieving working best.
02/10 SHARIA got two nice white sea bass south of Turner.
02/11 DAKOTA caught three yellowtail at Dead Man trolling and one jigging in addition to losing some really big ones while jigging. SAND DOLLAR landed 7 yellowtail and lost three more jigging in 120 to 155 feet of water at the same location. PERRYDIZE fished San Pedro Matir for one yellowtail and bottom fish.
02/20 ESCAPE trolled at Isla San Pedro for limits of nice yellowtail,

NOTE: As sea surface temperatures dropped below 60 degrees F in the Turner area, trolling catches dropped significantly. It may be that the cooler temperatures has driven the bait fish out or deeper, and the yellowtail along with them. During this time, fishermen who “jigged”, AKA deep jigged or fast retrieved, had better catches, so it would be worth trying if the trolling is not working for you. Since my wife and I prefer fishing this way, here are some suggestions for those not familiar with this technique. If you already know all of this feel free to ignore.

RODS: either a 6-6.5 footer with good action, or a shorter “jigstick” such as the Ugly Stick Rhino “Jig Sticks” work well, but one of my favorites is a Seeker Black Steel with rated to 80lb is important to horse the yellowtail or white sea bass away from the bottom, where they are often found. Calstar, Shimano, Penn and Daiwa all make excellent ones.

LINE: Mono or braid with a top shot of mono of fluorocarbon are great as long as it is a premium brand. We use 50lb test since we are fishing so deep that visibility isn’t as important and again, stopping the "run" to the bottom is critical. The same is true if using braid but I have heard braid is more susceptible to abrasion on bottom rocks (but I do not have any scientific data to support this). Don’t forget to use fresh line and change after a hard day fighting yellowtail or sea bass..

REELS: Any good quality high speed reel (5+ to 1 retrieve ratio at least). You cannot out run a yellowtail retrieving! There are a lot of good reels in the 3/0 size but a lot of sizes will work. Diawa, Shimano and Penn are good brands., just get as fast a retrieve speed as you can afford.

LURES: There are two major categories:
- the old “candy bar” types with a treble hook on the back end, such as Salas, Tady, and Sumo, are classics, in sizes from 3 to 7 ounces, depending on depths fished and currents speeds. Greater depth and faster currents (drift) require heavier jigs to get to the bottom quickly and efficiently.
- the newer “free style” or knife jigs which a sleeker and drop quickly, with less resistance and use single hooks with braid and rings for attaching. Shimano “Butterfly” types, “free styles” and knife jigs from 90 to 400 grams or more.

......continued on pg 6
The key is to get the lure to the bottom without putting out a lot of line at a large angle. Optimum is straight down so that the fish cannot pick up any slack if it swims towards you.

Colors: blue and white, “scrambled egg” (yellow and white), chrome or chrome and blue, and “dorado” (green or blue, yellow and white). In “free styles” the sardine, blue and white, pink and white are all good. Any of these variations in the mackerel pattern are also good, especially blue mackerel and “angry squid”. Finally, many use chrome “diamond jigs” with great success for yellowtail or white sea bass. For the latter, it is important to be jigging between the bottom and 15 to 20 feet of the bottom. Using a piece of squid bait helps a lot also, but does attract other bottom feeders.

**LOCATIONS**

Finding ‘structure” is critical, meaning reefs, sea mounts, rocky bottoms all attract yellowtail, as well as bonito, and to some extent, sea bass. I usually hunt for yellowtail while cruising around at trolling speed observing the fish finder to look for fish marks or bait schools. The best chance of finding the yellowtail is watching for decent sized marks suspended up off the bottom, especially if near a bait ball or school. The range in depths from 40 to 400 feet. Just be aware that jigging down deeper than 250 feet means a long tough battle with a determined yellowtail or a long haul to the boat jigging or fast retrieving. Another important thing to observe is the current speed and direction of drift. The fish often hang out on the “down” current side of some structure, such as a reef or large rock. On the other hand you need to keep aware of the changing depth as the drift moves you into deep water, away from the fish, or into shallower water where you might hang up on a rock or the bottom.

**JIGGING STYLE**

Simply put, there are two different styles of jigging and both seem to work equally overall. Sometimes one works better than the other, so try both or combine. In both, either drop the jig straight down in free spool, but under control, or cast out from the boat and allow the jig to sink. In any case, keep control of the free spool to avoid a backlash or detect a sudden surprise strike on the down drop. If the line suddenly starts to peel off rapidly, engage the gear and strike hard.

1. **In a basic "fast retrieve":**
   1. As soon as the lure hits bottom, reel in a few turns to get it off the bottom.
   2. Deliver three sharp “jigs” by rapidly lifting the rod tip as high as you can and allowing the lure to settle again. This may be done as many times as you wish, the idea being to attract the attention of any fish in the area and trigger a strike.
   3. then proceed to reel in the lure as fast as you can wind all of the way to the surface. Sometimes it is a good idea to stop half way up and repeat the process again. In any case, watch for your lure as it approaches the surface so that you do not fast-retrieve it right into the side of the boat or your neighbor as it flies free of the water. Both cases are usually frowned upon.

2. **The other techniques begins with the same steps 1 and 2 above but the retrieve is very different.**

   1. While reeling in as fast as possible give sudden upward swings and drops of the rod tip all of the way up, almost like you are repeatedly striking. This produces a radical jerking and dropping motion that really attracts fish.

There are many videos on the internet demonstrating a variety of examples of this. But it is very tiring work so being in shape helps. Fishermen from New Zealand and the western Pacific really use this to an extreme. Here is one site explaining more than I do here (http://www.bayofislandsfishing.com/bay-of-islands-fishing-charters/mechanical-jigging.htm).

There are many variations on these techniques and even Lynne and I do it a little differently. You will also see jiggers using longer, slower upsweeps and then allowing the lure to sink again, trying to stay near the bottom while making a drift over a reef or stretch of bottom. This is especially true when fishing for white sea bass. Although this is a more demanding style of fishing it can be very rewarding since you actually hunt for the fish on your sonar, then try to plan your drift to drop on the suspected prey, and then enjoy the rush of
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This is a big job, and it will be hard to live up to the standard that Sharon Chapman has set. Luckily, I will not be doing this alone. Because this is such a big job, it has been divided into three parts.

- I, Anne DeFrance will be doing the paper work, writing the newsletter article and working with the board, trying to make the job easier for the people actually doing the work.
- Overseeing the kitchen and working with the organizers will be Pat Friesen, who is a great cook, and so very knowledgeable about our kitchen. She deserves our accolades for taking on this job!!
- Taking care of signing up the organizers and sponsors for meals for the 2017-2018 season will be Sandie Burnam. She has been so generous with her time and volunteering to help, I am sure all of you will want to make her job easier by signing up quickly for organizing a meal and/or sponsoring one.

February’s Meals

The month of February started with a great Ham Dinner, organized by Linda and Rick Harris, and sponsored by Sandie & Robert Burnam, Joan & Maurice Fairweather, Jennifer & Bruce Brown and Jennell & Bud Stephenson. A great ham dinner by first time organizers, and they did a great job!!

Next came an amazing Eggs Benedict breakfast organized by Judy and John Hazen. Their sponsors were Norma & Tom Veazey, and George Hussey and Nancy Lewis. They were also joined by a surprise flash mob, that danced a coordinated routine in black and white to “Thriller”!!

One of the big dinners of the season was the Rib Dinner organized by newly weds Judy & Rick Hussey. Their sponsors were Eleanor & Bill Falkenthal, Duke Aiken & Glenda Maude, Doddie & Harvey White, and Char Webb & Melva Shaw. After the dinner we were transported to the Grand Ol’ Opry and some great duets and banjo playing. It’s hard to believe that Johnny Cash was actually there!!

Still to come as I write this is the Green Chili Casserole Breakfast. It is organized by Carolyn Kinisman & Perry Wilkes; and sponsored by Diane & Les Keute and Lynette & Barry Bennington. I am sure it will be enjoyed by all.

March’s Meals

We also have some great meals coming in March:

- One March 4th is the Benefit Dinner. This dinner is now sold out, and promises to be great. The bar is gearing up, serving beer and wine separately from mixed drinks to speed thing up. Pat Friesen is organizing the Lasagna dinner with all the trimmings. A silent and live auction are both planned, along with some great raffle items.

- On March 18th Anne Stern is organizing a Corned Beef & Cabbage Dinner. The sponsors are Bev and Pat Akins

The Goathed golf tournament was held on the 2nd with 52 players. Daryl DeFrance, Tavi Kristjan, Nancy Baity & Harold Martine took third place with second place won by John Carlen, Tom Vala, Rick Primeau & Marla Anderson. Closest to the pin was Sharon Chapman & Marvin Pickle. And the WINNERS were +++++++Steve Chapman, Bob Hutton, Bud Stephenson & Sandy Rosenbaum.

Helping with the tournament were Melva Shaw and Louise Thompson on the refreshment vehicle (thanks Jerry for the loan of the vehicle), Char Webb & Glenda Maud minded the third green for closest to the pin. And of course we could not do the tournament without the valuable effort put forth by Jerry Menefee, Johnny (and Mari) Evans and Bill Stern (they do most of the work).

The Goathed was followed on the 2nd with an introduction to pickleball at the Leetch’s. 30 people +/- took advantage of Ron & Nancy’s hospitality to learn the fundamentals of pickleball. Several also enjoyed drop in practice games at the Leetch’s last Wednesday. Thanks to the Leetch’s for sharing their casa.

John Nicola arranged 2 work sessions to fill the area around the pickleball court and on the 25th arranged for painting of the court lines. The court is now ready to be used thanks to John and his crews. If you want to use the court, ask for help getting the portable net set up at the club and if you don’t have paddles, there are spare paddles and balls at the club. Drop in sessions will be held Wednesday’s at 10 AM for anyone who wants to drop in and play a game. First come first serve but 2 new players will be rotated in each game and the winners will be split to opposite teams.

The Putt Putt tournament hosted by Sharon & Steve Chapman was held February 22nd to 24th. Dorothy Pickle won women’s most hole in ones and the men’s was a tie between Ted DuCray & Rick Primeau. Best costume were Larry Hannan and Claudette Panico. Best couples costume was Stan & Darlene Colbert. And the winners were:

Outdoor activities continued on Page 8, column 1
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- 7th – Dorthy & Marvin Pickle
tied Allean Voight & Wayne Lumbattis
- 6th – Nancy & Ron Leetch
- 5th – Judy Hazen & Diane Ackerman
tied Marg & Terry Roebuck
- 4th – Nancy & Michael Baity
- 3rd – Melva Shaw & Fred Mahaffey
- 2nd – Thelma & Rick Primeau
- Champions (and hosts of next year’s’
tourney) – Rosie & Butch Geier

The shooting range committee (Randy Bender, Jim Moratto and Harold Becker) held a second meeting and are targeting (get it?) a submission to the March Board meeting followed by a public information session. If there are no insurmountable roadblocks, they will proceed to set up an air rifle range. Consideration is being given to an archery range as well on the same location. Hold your breath – new things on the horizon (targets that is).

Hope to see everyone at the outdoor activities. They are for you and by you so if you have any ideas, please pass them on to me or one of the other Board members.

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings are held
every Sunday at 2:00 PM at
Club Deportivo. All 12 step programs and
those who have a desire to stop drinking are welcome.

For more information call
242-0382.
SUMMERS, Jerry C. & Pat  
204 S. County Rd. #3, Fort Collins CO 80524  
(970) 217-0582  
Kunkaak RV, Kino Nuevo  
(change US and Kino addresses AND US phone number)

VEAZEY, Tom & Norma  
2714 N. Lake Ridge St. Wichita KS  
67205-1663  
(620) 327-2104, (316) 772-1443  
Condo Jacquelyn EPH1, Kino Viejo  
(change US and local address AND US phone numbers)

WHITFIELD, James  
901 Hill St. Silver City NM 88061  
(575) 388-9238  
(change US address and phone number)

JOHNSON, Dale & Diane  
78188 Pitcher Ln. Cottage Grove, OR 97424  
(503) 302-9527  
(US address & phone number)

OLIVER, Leah  
2685-2017  
8177 N. Morning Willow CT, Tucson AZ 85741  
(520) 404-5279  
Loliver60@gmail.com  
Maracaibo y Mar de Cortez, Kino Nuevo  
LA PATRICIA  
(all new info - new member)

TORRES, Eugenia  
2135-2017  
Blvd. De la Marina, Esquina, Kino Nuevo  
geniagt@gmail.com  
(all new info)

AKINS, Patrick & Beverly  
1904 Calle Acapulco, Kino Nuevo  
(Local address change)

GIANNINI, Ann P.  
(406) 260-0841  
(change US phone)

GILORTEANU, Nancy  
2331-2017  
713 Garcia, Santa Fe NM 85705  
(505) 983-9302  
gilorteanu@msn.com  
3645 Mar de Cortez, Kino Nuevo  
(662) 242-0992  
(Change ALL)

KEELOR, Richard & Carolyn  
(703) 608-9300  
(Change US phone)

KEUTE, Les & Diane  
(661) 523-9819  
moreoreless@msn.com  
(Change US phone & email)

MAC VEIGH, Sparkie  
2515-2016  
11953 ST, Delta B.C. V4M3B3  
(604) 943-0940  
smacveigh@gmail.com  
(662) 326-6911  
Islandia Marina, Kino Viejo  
(change ALL)

SCHNEIDER, Frank & Valoa  
(541) 954-2111  
(Change US phone)

DONIS, Jim & Debbi  
Both in USA & MEX: Debbi (505) 252-7464, Jim  
(505) 252-7463  
(phone numbers only)
Phil Hahn - TRAILBLAZER, passed February 11, 2017 at his home in Dos Palmas where he had lived for the past 12 years. Phil was born in St. John’s, Kansas, raised in Denver and retired to Steamboat Springs, Colorado. Phil was 81 years young and was a Club Deportivo member who enjoyed golf, fishing and poker. He will be greatly missed.

Bartley Sims, SEAGOER, passed in February - long time Club Deportivo member and Kino community resident,

at the time we need to go to printing, we have been unable to get the Obituaries for Bartley. We will continue to be in touch with the families to have the information for the April issue.
March 2017

8:15 Weight & Stretch  9:15 Ladies Putt Putt  9:00 Reader’s Group  8:15 Resistance Band

Ladies Bocce  9:15 Walking Aerobics  9:30 Line Dancing  Yoga

1:30 Bar/2:00 Games  4:30 Bar/5:00 Game  4:30 Social Hour  4:30 Bar Opens

4:00 pm KBRV-Club House Celebration of Life For Ron Wikel

1:00pm

LAST LADIES PUTT PUTT FOR SEASON

KBDGC Go For The Green

4:30pm